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Abstract: The cost of the energy generation produced by offshore wind turbines is considered to be higher in land based once
because of the difficulties in construction the offshore operation and maintains sites to solve the problem we proposed a concept
of floating offshore wind turbine that are specially designed for of an offshore environment. In the proposed concept of the
floating offshore wind turbines are a flatter of revolutionary shape supports the load of the wind turbine axis the floater with the
turbine and the turbine axis tilts to balance the turbine thrust and gravity. This paper presents the study of the floating offshore
wind turbines for power generation the floating offshore wind turbines of operation and maintained occurs in the concept of the
paper and the needs of the floating offshore wind turbine.
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INTRODUCTION

ENERGYPRODUCTION FROM FOLATING WIND

The idea for huge scope of offshore floating wind
turbines

was

presented

237

by

Educator

William.

TURBINES
1. The wind blows on the edges of the turbine fan and

Heronemus at the College of Massachusetts Amherst in

makes them turn

1972. It was not until the middle of 1990.

2. The edges turns a shaft inside the nacelle of the

A floating wind turbine is a offshore wind turbine

turbine (the case at the highest point of the turbine)

mounted on a coasting structure that permits the

3. The shaft goes into a gearbox which speeds up

turbine to produce power in water profundities where

enough for the shaft

fixed-establishment turbines are not plausible. Drifting

4. The generator, which utilizes magnetic fields to

wind ranches can possibly altogether expand the ocean

change over the rotational energy into electrical energy.

region accessible for offshore wind ranches, particularly

These are like those found in ordinary force stations.

in nations with restricted shallow waters, like Japan.

5. The force yield goes to a transformer, which changes

Finding wind cultivates further seaward can likewise

over the power emerging from the generator at around

diminish visual contamination, give better convenience

700 Volts (V) to the right voltage for distribution system,

to fishing and delivery paths, and arrive at more

commonly 33,000 V.

grounded and more reliable winds

6. The national grid transmits the force around the

Business floating wind turbines are generally at the

country. Instruments to quantify the measure wind

beginning stage of improvement, with a few single

speed and direction are fitted on top of the nacelle. At

turbine models having been introduced since 2007.

the point when the wind adjusts course engines turn the

Starting at 2018, the lone operational floating wind

nacelle, and the edges alongside it, around to confront

ranch is Hywind Scotland, created by Equinor ASA and

the wind`

appointed in October 2017. The ranch has 5 drifting

TYPES OF FLOATING ASSESTS

turbines with an absolute limit of 30 MW.

There are four types of the floating assests in the
floating wind turbines that are following below.
1 Spar-buoy type
2 Tension-leg platform type (TLP)

Fig:1 floating offshore wind turbine

3 Semi-submersible type (Column stabilised)
4 Pontoon-type (Barge-type)
1. spar-buoy type;
A cylinder with low water plane area ballasted to keep
the centre of gravity below the centre of buoyancy. The
foundation is kept in position by catenary or taut spread

Fig:2 floating wind turbine
NEED FOR FLOATING WIND TURBINES

mooring lines with drag or suction anchors. The spar
buoy types of foundation are deeper water than the 100
meters above

1Mostly everybody on the world is looking for the

2. Tension leg platform (TLP);

electrical power in the life style

this type of floating assets are highly buoyant with

2. Energy and the electrical power is the main

central column and arms connected to tensioned

consideration in the present world

tendons which secure the foundation to the suction or

3Elective fuel and the energy are in the extraordinary

piled anchors the depth in the water are 50 to 60 meters

demand in the world

depending upon the met ocean conditions the installed

4. Use of energy and power vehicles and other

mooring cost are high

eco-friendly innovation is emerging all throughout the

3. Semi-submersible type;

world

The semi-submersible types are a number of large

5. The world needs to change; this emergency that we

columns linked by connecting bracings or submerged

are encountering today ought to have been taken care of

pontoons.

long with well before now

stability, and pontoons provide additional buoyancy.

The

columns
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The foundation is kept in position by catenary or taut
spread mooring lines and drag anchors. It can be used
in the water depths to be about 40 meters and the lower
installed mooring cost

Fig :6 Ideol's 2MW floating wind turbine
installed off France
IDEOL’S
Ideol's engineers have developed and patented
a ring-shaped floating foundation based on a central
opening system (Damping Pool) used for optimizing

Fig:3 Types of floating assest

foundation wind turbine stability. As such, the sloshing
water contained in this central opening counteracts the
swell-induced floater oscillations. Foundation-fastened
mooring lines are simply attached to the seabed to hold
the assembly in position. This floating foundation is
compatible with all wind turbines without any
modification and has reduced dimensions of floating
wind turbine from 36 to 55 meters per side for a wind

Fig:4 Spar-buoy type

turbine between 2MW and 8 MW. Manufacturable in
TYPES OF FLOATING WIND TURBINE

SYSTEMS

concrete or steel, this floating foundation allows for
local construction near project sites.

EOLINK;
Eolink floating wind turbine is a solitary point securing

The construction of this project, France's first

framework innovation. The licensed construction of this

offshore wind turbine with a capacity of 2 MW, was

French

a

completed in April 2018 and the unit installed on site in

semi-submarine drifting frame with a 4 poles pyramidal

August 2018. For the month of February 2020, it had

design. The construction upholds the turbine by 2

an availability of 95% and a capacity factor of 66%.

organization

situated

in

Plouzané

is

upwind and 2 downwind poles. It gives more freedom
for the cutting edges and a disseminates pressure.
Dissimilar to the vast majority of the floating wind
turbines, the turbine turns around its single securing
point to confront the breeze. The rotate point guarantees
the mechanical and electrical connection between the
turbine and the ocean bottom. Eolink lattice associated

Fig :7 Ideol's turbine

its initial 1/tenth scale demonstrator of the 12 MW wind
turbine in April 2018

1) Volturn US
Volturn US is North America's first floating
grid-connected wind turbine. It was lowered into
the Penobscot River in Maine on 31 May 2013 by
the University of Maine Advanced Structures and
Composites

Fig:5 Floating wind turbine single point mooring eolink

Center and

its

partners.

During

its

deployment, it experienced numerous storm events
representative of design environmental conditions
prescribed by the American Bureau of Shipping (ABS)
Guide for Building and Classing Floating Offshore
Wind Turbines, 2013.
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The

Volturn

US

floating

concrete
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hull

operational in 2017, however the venture has since been

technology can support wind turbines in water depths

cancelled .Principle Power was planning a 30-MW

of 45 m or more. With 12 independent cost estimates

WindFloat project in 2013 using 6-MW Siemens turbines

from around the U.S. and the world, it has been found

in 366 m of water near Coos Bay, Oregon to be

to significantly reduce costs compared to existing

operational in 2017, but the project has since been

floating systems. The design has also received a

cancelled.

complete third-party engineering review. In June 2016,
the UMaine-led New England Aqua Ventus I project
won top tier status from the US Department of Energy
(DOE) Advanced Technology Demonstration Program
for Offshore Wind. This means that the Aqua Ventus
project is now automatically eligible for an additional
$39.9 Million in construction funding from the DOE, as
long as the project continues to meet its milestones.

Fig:9 the WindFloat system
III. ADVANTAGES


Contrasted with other fuel sources, wind turbines
are thoughtful to the climate. Contrasted with
power stations driven by coal they will save the
climate from toxic gases



Fig:8 Volturns

The fresh out of the box new wind turbines are
today so competitive on good places, that the
utilization of wind turbines power is probably the

2) WIND FLOAT

least expensive strategy to lessen the outflow of
Windfloat is a drifting establishment for

CO2 from the creation of power. Wind turbines

offshore wind turbines planned and licensed by

have no type of emanations of gases and other

Guideline Force. A full-scale model was developed in

harmful substances.

2011 by Windplus, a joint-adventure between EDP,



The wind which attempts to press the cutting edge

Repsol, Standard Force, A. Silva Matos, Inovcapital, and

speed a little more up makes the generator begin

FAI. The total framework was amassed and dispatched

creating power on the net. At the point when the

inland including the turbine. The whole design was

speed of the wind has reached wind power at 13-15

then wet-towed 400 kilometers (250 mi) from southern

m/s the plant awards on its most extreme at 500 kw

to northern Portugal to its last introduced area 5

for a 500 kw plant.

kilometers (3.1 mi) seaward of Aguçadoura, Portugal,



More efficient installation and maintenance

already the

The



Less environmental impact

v80



Favorable impact on the local economy

2.0-megawatt turbine and establishment was finished



The offshore speed tend to be faster than land and

WindFloat

Aguçadoura
was

furnished

Wave
with

Homestead.
a

Vestas

on 22 October 2011. After a year, the turbine had created

small increase in speed yield large increase in

3 GWh. The expense of this task is around 20 million

energy production

dollars. This single wind turbine can deliver energy to
control 1300 homes. It worked until 2016, and endures
storms without damage.

CONCLUSION
In the view of the effective use of natural resources in
the developing Modern society with less release of

Rule Force was arranging a 30-MW WindFloat

harmful Toxic material is everyone responsibility and

project in 2013 utilizing 6-MW Siemens turbines in 366

for that it is one of the most commonly used Method

m of water close to Coos Narrows, Oregon to be

and, it is one of the future methods of power production
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with high power conversion at lower Maintenance cost
and the world is Moving towards the less use of land as
it is limited for the increasing population. so I prefer this
method for clean and green (Eco-friendly) environment.
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